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SOCIAL MEDIA, SURVEILLANCE, AND NEWS WORK
On the apps promising journalists a “crystal ball”
Neil Thurman
Social media platforms are becoming an indispensable resource for journalists. Their use
involves both direct interaction with the platforms themselves and, increasingly, the use of
specialist third-party apps to find, filter, and follow content and contributors. This article
explores some of the ways social media platforms, and their technological ecosystems, are
infusing news work. A range of platforms and apps—including Geofeedia, Spike, and
Twitter—were critically examined, and their use by trainee journalists (N=81) analysed. The
results reveal how journalists can—and do—surveil social network users and their content
via sophisticated, professional apps that are also utilised by the police and security forces.
While journalists recognise the value of such apps in news work, they also have concerns,
including about privacy and popularism. And although the participants in this study thought
the apps they used could help with verification, there were warning signs that an overreliance on the technology could develop, dulling journalists’ critical faculties.
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Introduction
For majorities of journalists in many countries, social media has become an indispensable
professional tool, employed on a daily or weekly basis to monitor events, find sources, and verify
information. Heravi and Harrower (2016) found that almost 99 per cent of Irish journalists used
social media in a professional capacity. In the wider milieu of seven Western European and North
American countries, 85 per cent of journalists utilised social media at least weekly to find news
sources, with almost as many, 74 per cent, monitoring events via social media in a typical week and
68 per cent using it in processes of verification (Gulyas 2016). Across all seven countries, bar one—
Germany—over half of the journalists agreed with the statement: “I would not be able to carry out
my work without social media”.
However, journalists face a number of challenges in utilising social networks professionally.
Fundamentally, the problem is one of scale. The sheer volume of material being produced has made
it impossible, using the social networks’ own interfaces, to monitor and verify all the contributors
and content that might match a journalist’s interests. This problem has been known for some time.
Schifferes et al. (2014) interviewed journalists in 2012 and found they were dissatisfied with the
search and filtering functions offered by social networks, calling them “very hit and miss”.
The breadth of social networks’ reach, the frequency with which they are used, and the
quantity and character of information uploaded by users have made them a unique resource, with
the data they carry of interest not only to journalists but to a wide range of other users. Social
networks realised quickly that they could not, on their own, meet the myriad demands users had for
the content they carried, so they started to provide access to their data—mostly via APIs
(Application Programming Interfaces)—enabling third-parties to build software applications (or
“apps”) that offered a multitude of services. This process transformed the social media network or
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site involved into a platform on top of which “new forms of value” could be built (Diakopoulis 2017,
178).
Twitter turned itself into a social media platform relatively early, just months after its launch
(Stone 2006), and five years later, in 2011, more than a million third-party apps were registered
(Twitter 2011). Facebook opened up its data to external developers a little later, earning platform
status in 2007. By 2015 its founder was reporting that more than 30 million third-party apps had
been created (Novet 2015).
Journalists found that the so-called “ecosystem” of apps being built on top of social media
platforms contained some tools that were particularly useful. One popular app was TweetDeck,
which allows journalists and others to find, filter, and interact with contributors and content on
Twitter in ways not supported by the platform’s own apps.1 A 2013 survey of Irish journalists found
23 per cent to be using TweetDeck (Heravi, Harrower, and Boran 2014).
Despite the relatively high levels of adoption of such tools, much of the academic research
into journalists’ use of social media makes no distinction between the social networks themselves
and the apps that are, often, the interface between those journalists and people and posts on
platforms like Twitter and Facebook (see, e.g., Santana and Hopp 2016; Heravi and Harrower 2016;
Larsen 2016; Gulyas 2016; Wallsten 2015; Broersma and Graham 2013; Van Leuven, Deprez, and
Raeymaeckers 2014; Skogerbø et al. 2016; Artwick 2013; Vis 2013; and Hermida, Lewis, and Zamith
2014).
Social media management and monitoring apps have, however, been covered by
journalism’s trade press (see, e.g., Edge 2015 and Silverman 2014). When such apps are mentioned
in the journalism studies literature, though, it is usually in passing (see, e.g., Johnston 2016). An
exception is Brandtzaeg et al.’s (2016) study of 24 European journalists, in which the computational
tools used to help verify social media are enumerated, and the context of their use examined.
This article argues that it is important to better understand the capabilities of such apps,
how they are employed, and the possible consequences on journalistic routines and output. This is
particularly the case since the apps have grown in sophistication, with some now offering their users
the ability to surveil citizens anytime, anywhere, and others employing algorithms that scan social
networks and make judgements, autonomously, on which events have news value.
This article explores some of these advanced social media monitoring apps, examining their
technical capabilities; exposing them, in an experimental setting, to a sample (N=81) of trainee
journalists to see how they might be adopted; and analysing what the consequences of any such
adoption could be.
Selection of apps
As has already been mentioned, millions of apps have been built on the platforms that social
networks have established. Although most apps are unlikely to be of professional interest to
journalists, scores of them are. For example, Joanna Geary, Twitter’s “Head of Curation”, has
published a list of 34 “useful 3rd-party Twitter tools for journalists” (Geary 2014); and in “The Social
Media Reporter”, Cordelia Hebblethwaite (2016) recommends over 30 apps journalists can use to
detect trends on social networks, and search, verify, and locate content and contributors.
Hebblethwaite picks out an app called Banjo for particular praise calling it an “incredibly powerful
tool for finding geolocated social media from a specific location”. Banjo’s founder, Damien Patton,
has claimed that his company is “building the world’s first crystal ball” (YouTube 2016).
The wide variety of apps used by journalists meant that this study had to be selective about
which to include in its analysis and experiment, and it was decided that any more than four would
place too large a cognitive burden on the experiment’s participants. The apps chosen do not make
up a representative sample of those used by journalists; rather, the selection was made with the
purpose of reflecting two developments of growing importance in the ecosystem of apps relevant to
news work:
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1. Apps that allow location-based monitoring of social networking activity, with the plotting of
geo-tagged posts on a map a common feature, and
2. Apps that incorporate elements of artificial intelligence or algorithms in order to
automatically detect events or stories that are trending.
Location is vital to much reporting, with many newsworthy events, such as natural disasters
and demonstrations, inextricably linked to specific geographical locations. Social media networks
themselves have not, historically, provided, within their own apps or interfaces, functionality to
allow journalists or others to accurately find posts from, or locate posts to, particular locations. 2 This
has limited their utility as a means by which journalists can search for and verify potentially
newsworthy information. The ability to conduct location-based social media monitoring and
research is also of interest in other industries, for example marketing, corporate security (see, e.g.,
Lecher and Brandom 2016), and public safety (see, e.g., Wieczner 2016).
Table 1: A selection of third-party social media apps that allow location-based social media
monitoring

App
Trendsmap

Founded
2009

1

Total funding1
(millions USD)
–

Dataminr

2009

183.4

Banjo

2011

121

Geofeedia

2011

23.8

Picodash

2011

–

Snaptrends

2012

1.13

Echosec

2013

–

SAM

2013

0.69

1.

Source: Crunchbase (2017).

Table 2: A selection of third-party social media apps that automatically detect newsworthy
events and/or stories that are trending

Founded/launched
20091

Total funding1
(millions USD)
183.44

20111

9.1

SocialSensor

2

2011

9.62

Tame

20121

0.32

App
Dataminr
Spike

1

2.2

BuzzSumo

1

2014

–

Facebook Signal

2015

–

Reuters Tracer

2016

–

CrowdTangle

1.
2.

2012

Source: Crunchbase (2017).
Source: Cordis (2017).
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The addition of artificial intelligence or algorithms to third-party social media apps in order
to automatically detect events or stories that are trending is a second important development.
Although social media networks have, for some time, included lists of trending topics, these have
little utility to journalists. For example, Twitter’s “Trends” list is limited to ten topics and offers no
useful control to the professional user. Again, the ability to be alerted to relevant trends via
automated analyses of social networks is something that not just journalists but also those in other
industries—e.g. finance (see, e.g., Wieczner 2015)—are interested in.
The demand for location- and trends-based monitoring of social networks has resulted in
hundreds of millions of dollars of investment being put into the development of a range of apps, a
selection of which are listed in Tables 1 and 2. Furthermore, at least one of the social networks—
Facebook—has developed its own application (“Signal”), designed specifically to help journalists
“surface relevant trends” (Facebook 2015), and even some professional end-users are developing
their own. Reuters, for example, has built “Tracer”, an in-house system “to detect news events on
Twitter and [assess] their veracity” (Liu et al. 2016).
The three particular apps selected for this study included what were, at the time, two of the
market leaders in each category—Spike and Geofeedia—as well as a technologically advanced
newcomer—SocialSensor—that had been designed specifically with journalists in mind. Twitter was
also included in order to have one social media platform—the most important in terms of news work
(see, e.g., Santana and Hopp 2016 and Heravi and Harrower 2016)—represented in its unmediated
form. Spike and SocialSensor were free to use—Spike via a two-week trial—while access to
Geofeedia was negotiated for the duration of the study. At the time this study began, Geofeedia and
Spike were used by a range of large news organisations including the BBC, Associated Press, and The
Guardian. Journalists using such apps have described them as an important part of their professional
routines. The Huffington Post believes Spike is a “huge aid” (Newswhip n.d.-a), and a social news
reporter at BuzzFeed said it is a “big part of my routine” (Newswhip n.d.-b). An employee of the
BBC’s user-generated content “hub” thought Geofeedia enabled the corporation to find higher
quality user-generated content more quickly (Johnston 2016), while the VP of CNN International
called it an “early warning system” (Stone 2014).
While there is an increasing body of literature on the technical development of such apps
(see, e.g., Aiello et al. 2013; Fletcher, Schifferes, and Thurman 2017; and Liu et al. 2016), there are
scant surveys of their capabilities and how they are used, or discussions about the possible
consequences. This study is an attempt to start to fill these gaps, by focussing on—in Lewis and
Westlund’s (2016) terms—the “technological actants” and the “human actors” involved; in other
words, the apps and some of their intended end users. Social media platforms, and in particular their
ecosystem of professional apps, are extending and even partially supplanting, journalists’ roles in
news selection and verification. Questions arise, therefore, about the degree of dependence
journalists have on the technology. This is especially the case where the apps incorporate elements
of artificial intelligence, identifying newsworthy events from the chatter on social networks and
making assessments on the credibility of social media contributors.
Methodology
A mixture of methods were used to explore the functionality of social media platforms and
apps in a journalistic context; their use in the discovery and assessment of news events, stories, and
sources; and the professional, ethical, and societal implications of such use. Firstly, a sample of the
social media platforms and apps (hereafter referred to as SMPAs) involved was examined using
content analysis. Secondly, the use made of those SMPAs by trainee journalists was investigated via
analysis of self-reports produced following a two-week experiment during which the participants
used a variety of SMPAs for journalistic activities. This section describes these methods in more
detail.
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Content Analysis
Here content analysis is used in its contemporary sense to include the examination of the
“minutiae of communication … [including] interfaces” (Krippendorff 2004, xvii), in particular the
“enabling and networked properties of communication media” (Thurman 2017). The sampling units
were the four SMPAs. Analysis was carried out by the author during September and October 2015.
The recording/coding stage of the content analysis was almost inseparable from the process of
unitising the units to be recorded/coded. This was a result of the absence of taxonomies and coding
rules to describe the functionality of the sampling units being analysed. Although no formal
reliability testing was carried out, it is argued that because the aim of the content analysis was to
record the existence of functionality, rather than test for more subjective coding categories (such as
levels of violence in media content), the process was relatively objective, producing reasonably
dependable results.
Selection and Characteristics of Experimental Participants
A sample of 81 postgraduate journalism students was used to investigate the use made of
the SMPAs in news work. The participants were students on the MA in International Journalism at
City, University of London. Although they were students at the time of the experiment, it was
considered that their experiences and opinions could help explore the character and consequences
of the use of SMPAs in a journalistic context for two reasons. Firstly, because the master’s
programme on which they were enrolled is highly practical. On the course, students “learn how to
gather and report [news] in various styles … [becoming] adept at print, broadcast and online
journalism”, and they are “encouraged to complete [a journalism] internship” (City, University of
London 2017). Secondly, because in order to be admitted onto the programme, students are
required to have work experience in journalism (ibid.). The participants had a median age of 23, 80
per cent were female, and they originated from 25 different countries. Three-quarters came from
countries in the EU, with the largest number—ten—from the United Kingdom.
Experiment Design and Analysis
The participants received instruction on the journalistic use of Geofeedia, Spike,
SocialSensor, and Twitter from two faculty members in the Department of Journalism at City,
University London during a three-hour lecture and workshop. They were then asked to spend a
period of two weeks using the SMPAs, and write a report of 800 words or more based on their
experiences. The participants undertook the task between 28 January and 18 February 2015. In their
reports they were instructed to assess the extent to which the SMPAs enabled them to:






Identify potentially newsworthy events on social networks before they were mentioned in
the mainstream media,
assess the reliability of social network contributors,
identify published stories that were popular on social networks before that popularity
became obvious in mainstream media channels,
get updates on stories, including multimedia elements and potentially useful sources,
identify sentiment around a story.

A total of 81 reports were completed, which were loaded into the NVivo 10 software in
order to code and retrieve text, build theories, and conduct data analyses. The coding and analysis
followed a fairly standard process, such as described by Weiss (1994, 151–182), of iterative issue
identification, mark-up, and theme development.
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Figure 1. A screenshot of the Geofeedia app showing social media posts from the vicinity of the UK Houses of Parliament
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Figure 2. A screenshot of Spike showing news stories trending on Twitter filtered by location (East England) and time (the previous 24 hours)
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Figure 3. A screenshot of the SocialSensor iOS app showing trending news topics (in the left panel) and the social media posts related to a selected
story (the Nepalese presidential election) in the right panel along with the distribution of those posts over time
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Results: content analysis
This section reports the results of the content analysis by describing the four SMPAs
individually and comparing them against each other.
Geofeedia
Geofeedia is a subscription-only, third-party app that takes a location-based approach to
social media monitoring. Users of Geofeedia can view social media posts emanating from a wide
area down to very specific locations. Social media posts are displayed either on a map, with each
post represented by an icon which can be expanded on hover, or in a collage form, with posts tiled
across the window (see Figure 1). Filters are available to narrow down searches by:




time and date,
keyword(s), and
social network account username(s) (see Table 3).

Users can set up a number of predefined queries, known as “streams”, in order to watch
developments in a particular area over time. They can also follow individual social network users (on
Twitter and Instagram) by mapping their social network activity geographically or by seeing who
likes or comments on their posts.
Spike
Spike is a third-party app that is marketed to journalists and others as a way of spotting
stories that are trending on social networks and identifying those social network users who are
spreading and/or commenting on those stories (see Figure 2). Stories are aggregated, mainly, from a
large database of online news publications—about 100,000 in total (Spike 2015)—including wellknown, international news brands; local news organisations; and specialist digital news
publications.3 Users can filter stories by:






location,
topic,
time published,
language, and
whether the story is a video or not (see Table 3).

SocialSensor
SocialSensor is a third-party web and mobile app produced as part of an EU FP7 research
project.4 The app automatically discovers and clusters news topics from across a number of social
networks. Three broad categories of news can be selected: “UK”, “US”, or “Celebrity”; as well as the
time window for trends. It is also possible to browse trends related to “People” and “Organisations”
rather than “Topics” (see Figure 3).
When users click on a topic they are able to see the individual social network posts that
relate to that topic and sort them by:






relevance,
recency,
popularity,
trustworthiness,
time posted,
9
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source,
location,
and sentiment (see Table 3).

A “Near me” function gives users the ability to see geo-tagged social network posts
displayed on a map within a radius of up to 50 km of the user’s current location. Users can set up
personalised topics to follow using keywords or phrases, and, in the web version of the app, which
was not used in the experimental element of this study, discover SocialSensor’s estimate of the
reliability of each contributor (see Fletcher, Schifferes, and Thurman [2017] for more information).
Twitter
Because Twitter is the most important social media platform for journalists (see, e.g.,
Santana and Hopp 2016 and Heravi and Harrower 2016), it was deemed important to include
Twitter’s own apps in this study. Twitter’s user interface has a number of features that are useful to
journalists wanting to find, filter, and follow content and contributors on the platform. For example,
Twitter allows users to create specific “lists” of Twitter accounts. When users view a list, only posts
from those account holders on the list are shown. Journalists often create such lists in order to be
able to focus on particular topics or locations. Twitter users can also see “Trends”, a Twittergenerated list of approximately ten keywords, phrases, or hashtags that are trending on Twitter at
any given moment, although it is not possible to set trends around narrow geographical areas, only
whole countries or large cities. Twitter’s search box and advanced search page allow users to search
tweets by hashtag, keyword, or phrase, or filter tweets based on factors including their:








recency,
news value,
multimedia content,
proximity to the user’s current location,
date posted,
sentiment, and
language (see Table 3).

Social Media Platforms and Apps Compared
The functionality of each of the four SMPAs was analysed using a series of criteria relating to
the social media platforms whose content they carry, the filters they offer to allow sorting of both
individual social media posts and news stories, and their general functionality. It was found that
SocialSensor offered the widest range of functionality across all three categories (see Table 3).
Although the differences between Twitter and the three specialist apps were not great in
quantitative terms, the qualitative differences were significant. For example, although, like
SocialSensor and Geofeedia, Twitter filtered social network posts by location, it only gave vague
control (“Near me”) compared with the fuller control of SocialSensor and the much fuller control
offered by Geofeedia.5
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Table 3. Comparison of the functionality of four social media platforms and apps (SocialSensor, Geofeedia, Spike, and Twitter) used to find, filter, and follow
content and contributors for journalistic purposes, September–October 2015

YP

YQ

Y

Y

YR

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

YI

YJ

Y

Y

Y

Published media

Yammer

Y

Viddy

Flickr

Y

YouTube

Instagram

Y

Tumblr

Facebook

Y

Google+

Twitter

Y

Y

Spike
Twitter

Y

Picasa

Geofeedia

Indexes non-geotagged content

Y

Social network

Filters out non-news content

SocialSensorC

Follow specific social media accounts

SOCIAL MEDIA
PLATFORM OR APP

Groups social media posts into stories

SOURCE OF CONTENT

Y
Y

YK

Y
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Table 3 continued…

FILTERS FOR INDIVIDUAL SOCIAL MEDIA CONTRIBUTIONS

Y

Y

Geofeedia

Y

Y

Spike

Y

YL

Twitter

Y

YS

Y

Y
YM

YD
Y

Y

YU

Y

YH

Y
YN

Y
YT

Full user control

Media type

Y

Some user control

Sentiment

Y

Vague (e.g. “Near me”)

Social network

Y

By specific social media account

Trustworthiness

Y

Language

Popularity

Y

Topic

Recency

Y

Specific date

Relevance

SocialSensorC

SOCIAL MEDIA
PLATFORM OR APP

Specific time

Keyword / phrase search

Location
filters

Y

Y

Y

Y

YO
Y
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Table 3 continued…

Geofeedia

Instagram

Flickr

Tumblr

The Web

Y

Pinterest

Y

LinkedIn

Twitter

Y

Facebook

Y

Passively personalised

YG

Language

YF

Media type (e.g. video)

Recency

YE

Popularity on

Can follow story

Location

SocialSensorc

By publication title / web domain / Facebook page

SOCIAL MEDIA
PLATFORM OR
APP

By topic

FILTERS FOR STORIESA, B

Y

Y

Y

Y

---------Geofeedia does not group social media posts into stories-------

Spike

YN

YO

YL

Twitter

YV

YW

YX

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
YY

Y

Y

Y

Y
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Notes to Table 3:
A. Here, “stories” refers either to groups of social media posts that relate to the same news
story, or news stories previously published in online news publications.
B. Twitter's “Moments” is included here, although the stories it surfaces are, unlike the stories
on Spike or SocialSensor, wholly or in part manually curated. Also included, Twitter’s
“Trends”.
C. The social networks monitored by SocialSensor's iOS and web apps differ. The iOS version
used by the participants in this study monitored a smaller number of social media networks.
D. A radius of up to 50 km from the user’s current location.
E. By “UK”, “US”, or “Celebrity” trends and by “People”, “Topics”, or “‘Organisations”.
F. “US” or “UK”.
G. 15 or 30 mins, 1 or 4 hours, 1 day or 2 months.
H. Circle or polygon of as little as 100 m in diameter.
I. On 5 March 2015, after the experimental element of this study concluded, Spike added
some native Facebook content (including from news publishers and from other accounts
such as Arsenal FC and the US Navy) to their tool (Newswhip 2015). By March 2017 original
posts from Twitter, Reddit, and YouTube were also available on the platform.
J. Spike added some content from Instagram (5,500 accounts, such as Michelle Obama’s) to
their tool, but only on 23 June 2015, after the experimental element of this study concluded
(Corcoran 2015).
K. “100,000” published sources according to Spike (2015).
L. 1, 3, 12 or 24 hours, 1 week, or 1 month.
M. Measured by Facebook likes, shares, and comments and Instagram likes and comments.
N. Multiple topic filters offered including, for example, “INDUSTRIES > OIL AND GAS”.
O. Location filters offered allowing mostly country-level specificity, although region or large
city-level specificity is offered for some countries.
P. Twitter started to group tweets around specific news events (its “Moments” feature), but
only on 6 October 2015, after the experimental element of this study concluded
(Muthukumar 2015).
Q. Via Twitter’s “Lists” function.
R. All content is shown by default in Twitter, although search results can be filtered to show
only “news” related tweets, and Twitter “Moments” has a “News” tab.
S. What Twitter calls “Top tweets”.
T. “Positive”, “Negative”, or “Questioning”.
U. “Photos and videos”.
V. Twitter “Moments” offers a small number of topics, such as “Entertainment”, “Fun”,
“News”, and “Sports”.
W. It is possible to filter “Trends” to the country or large-city level.
X. Twitter “Moments” offers a “Today” tab.
Y. Twitter “Trends” are, by default, tailored to a user’s location and who they follow. The
number of “Trends” shown is limited to about ten.
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Results: experiment
Introduction
As already discussed, the development and use of apps such as Geofeedia, SocialSensor, and
Spike has been prompted by the huge volume of content on social networks that journalists and
others encounter, and the fact that much of it is irrelevant to their professional interests. This was
confirmed by some of the participants who found that “[newsworthy] posts are often submerged by
other non-relevant posts about people’s tastes and personal lives”.
Some participants recognised the potential of specialist apps to help filter the “huge
amount” of content on social networks: “without any sophisticated algorithms aiding me, it would
take vast amounts of manual labour before I would be able to get into a story in depth or even
ascertain its first appearance”.
SMPAs can be used in news work in a number of ways. For example, social media platforms
are often discussed in terms of their ability to “break news”, with a small number of well-known
examples often given by way of evidence: the Hudson River plane crash or the Boston Police capture
of the marathon bombing suspect. In reality, it is relatively rare for high-impact stories to appear on
social networks ahead of mainstream news channels (Osborne and Dredze 2014). This was
confirmed in the experiment. The trainee journalists were asked to try to find breaking news on
social networks before it appeared in the mainstream media, a task they found difficult, although, as
will be shown later, not impossible for some types of news.
Although it may be relatively difficult to find major “original stories” on social networks,
social networks still have an important place in the newsroom as a means of:








providing updates on stories that have already broken,
finding original stories of a smaller scale,
providing illustrative content,
putting journalists in contact with individuals who might comment on a story,
seeing which stories are trending on social networks so that journalists and editors can
decide on story placement and follow-ups,
gauging reaction (sentiment) to stories, and
helping with factual verification.

Apps like SocialSensor, Geofeedia, and Spike may help in these areas by aggregating and
filtering the activity on social networks in various ways. The section that follows will report and
analyse the participants’ feedback on using each third-party app as well as Twitter in its unmediated
form.
SocialSensor
Finding original news. Participants gave mixed feedback on the utility of SocialSensor in
the detection of “original” news. They found that news carried by SocialSensor but not reported on
mainstream media channels tended to be “local and niche” in character:
Although I was able to find two more or less original stories, it was an exception rather
than a rule. SocialSensor … can provide you with news tips for local and niche stories, but
most of the time it plays the role of a news aggregator.

However, one student journalist reported that she was able to use SocialSensor to find an
original news story on social media “a few hours” before it broke out on “official media websites”.
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Detecting trends.
Participants found the ability to detect trends in SocialSensor very
useful. In particular they appreciated being able to see how a story was becoming popular before
that popularity was evident in mainstream media channels. They felt that this could give them a
head start in being able to pitch a story covering an emerging trend to an editor:
I noticed a lot of people were tweeting about the movie “The Imitation Game”, “Alan
Turing”, and “gay pardon”. The mainstream media only covered the Gay Pardon
campaign very briefly.

Sensing sentiment.
Sentiment detection is a built-in function of SocialSensor. Several
participants found this useful, although they saw how the app had limits in its understanding of
colloquial language and sarcasm:
I tried the “sentiment” tool on [a story] … about the death of 300 migrants and
attempted to filter the stories by “positive sentiment”, but found tweets that were quite
clearly not “positive”.

Verification.
An important part of the SocialSensor project was the development of
functionality to help users assess the credibility of social network content and contributors (see
Fletcher, Schifferes, and Thurman [2017] for more information). However, in the SocialSensor
mobile app that the participants used, only a partial set of this functionality was available, limited to
allowing social media posts to be sorted by “trustworthiness”. It was probably for this reason that
most participants did not find the tool very useful in processes of verification.
One concern with tools such as SocialSensor is that the appearance of social media content
within them may confer credibility on that content where, perhaps, that credibility is not deserved.
For example, two participants thought that the sources SocialSensor uses were “purely trustworthy”
and “reliable”, and that content was “automatically verified”, which it is not.
Other strengths and weaknesses.
Some participants found SocialSensor useful as a
means to get in contact with potential sources, to monitor multiple events, and to research a story’s
development over time. Participants also found the multimedia content that SocialSensor presents
on the stories it identified useful.
However, some participants were confused by how the individual social network
contributions that appeared on SocialSensor were selected and suggested that the sources it uses
should be widened.
Geofeedia
Finding original news. A number of participants responded positively to Geofeedia as a
tool with which they could find original news and updates on running stories, although their positive
responses were directed as much at its potential as at the results it actually produced for them.
Where they did find original news it was often small-scale, local stories. Participants’ evaluation of
Geofeedia’s ability and potential to find original content was usually associated with undertaking
searches around specific locations. For example:
I was able to identify that Emily Purser, from Sky News, was tweeting from the European
Commission (EC) building. With 30 tweets over the two days I covered [the story], Purser
was the most frequent contributor in the immediate area.

However, other participants did not find it a useful way of finding original news. Some
attributed this to the preponderance of mainstream media content that social network users were
(re)posting, the fact that many potentially useful social media posts do not appear (as they are not
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geo-tagged), or the fact that Geofeedia is optimised to work around known locations rather than
specific topics.
Detecting trends and sentiment.
Participants did not find Geofeedia very useful as a
means of discovering trends, but it was more positively evaluated for its ability to help journalists
detect sentiment around a story:
Zooming in on the area surrounding the place of the attacks meant I was able to see how
local communities were reacting to the tragedy.

Verification.
There was generally positive reaction to how Geofeedia helped in the task of
verification of factual content. Participants liked being able to confirm that a social network post
came from a particular physical location, to avoid, for example, being misled, as one of the
participants said, “by someone ‘pretending’ to tweet from the heart of the Egyptian revolution,
while in reality drinking his cup of tea somewhere in London”.
Other strengths and weaknesses.
At least one participant preferred Geofeedia over
Twitter because it could narrow searches down to specific hours of the day, and another felt it useful
for identifying potential sources near the location of an event.
Even though apps such as Geofeedia provide relatively advanced filters with which
journalists can interrogate activity on social networks, some of our participants reported that, when
searching for a story on Geofeedia, they were presented with a significant amount of irrelevant
content:
To find relevant content, I needed to scroll through dozens of Instagram selfies and love
confessions on Twitter, before I finally recognized something serving my requirements.

Some of the participants expressed concern about the ease with which it was possible to
track individual users. One said that although the feature that follows users’ movements could be
“extremely useful” in the case of “politicians or celebrities, or even business personalities”, they also
said it seemed “slightly morally wrong and stalker-esque”. Most of the social media content that
could be found on Geofeedia did not come from public figures. And many (one participant said
“most”) posts were from Instagram users, a platform one participant thought was “heavily used by
young people”, where privacy is especially precious.
Spike
Finding original news. Given its focus on trends detection—and the fact that at the time of
the experimental element of this study its inputs consisted of 100,000 online media publications
rather than social network accounts—it is no surprise that participants were less than impressed by
Spike’s ability to detect original breaking news:
The vast majority of the content comes from other news organisations, so there is little
scope to find new updates or sources that haven’t already been covered.

Detecting trends.
Spike is primarily designed to spot trends, and our participants were
largely positive in their evaluation of its potential in this regard:
It is very easy to see if and where a story is trending … I included the data from Spike in
my final decision for the three story ideas I would like to pitch concerning London Fashion
Week.
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Some participants liked the ability to search over a specific time frame and others liked that
Spike showed which news stories covered by the local media were trending, which might be an
indication of their eventually getting national or international pick-up.
Sensing sentiment and use in verification.
Participants had mixed feelings about how
useful Spike was in detecting sentiment around stories, and few participants made mention of using
Spike directly for verification purposes.
Other strengths and weaknesses.
Some participants found that Spike, compared with
Twitter, was less useful for following a story over time, though participants had generally positive
reactions as to how useful Spike was as a tool with which they could connect with sources:
One user, Imraan Siddiqi, a blogger, activist and head of a non-profit, was a key original
source for me, found through Spike.

Comparison with Twitter
Participants reported that Twitter, when compared against Geofeedia, Spike, and
SocialSensor, continued to be useful, although some felt that it was not optimised for spotting
breaking news, following running stories, or easily determining credibility. Some participants
thought that the algorithm Twitter uses to determine which posts appear, and with what priority, in
users’ timelines was not optimised for journalists to spot breaking news, with posts from established
news outlets taking priority over other sources.
A number of participants found that Twitter, in its unmediated state, continued to be useful
even when more specialised apps were available. Reasons mentioned included ease of use, the list
of Trends, and the ability to create focussed “lists”. Although some participants thought Twitter lists
were useful, others found that they quickly lost their relevance, and some participants found Twitter
limited in its ability to provide information on contributors that would allow journalists to assess
their credibility.
Cross-Cutting Themes
The experiment revealed, to some participants, how there can be a mismatch between the
news values of the mainstream media and the public, and they saw these SMPAs as a way journalists
could more closely align their news agenda with public tastes:
Using those four tools, I noticed that this story [the Chapel Hill shootings ] massively
appeared on social media before there was any mention of it on US mainstream media
websites or even TV channels.

However, some participants were concerned about the consequences of being influenced by
what was popular:
I am a bit sceptical about detecting trends through social media, because I believe that
what media should be doing is quite the opposite. The outlets should be trendsetters
themselves.
My biggest reservation about using social media to construct and research stories is that I
become lazy and focus only on what is trending and what interests people at a precise
moment in time. I believe journalism should not just be about writing what pleases
people; it should also be about writing important stories, no matter how unpopular
stories they might be.
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One interesting observation was the extent to which the participants quickly became aware
of how the SMPAs could be used in combination to good effect. Some participants, for example,
used Spike to spot a trending story before switching to Geofeedia in order to do a localised search
for user-generated content.
Conclusion
This study extends our understanding of the ways in which social media platforms, and, in
particular, their ecosystems of third-party apps, can infuse news work. It has revealed the
capabilities of a sample of apps that are representative of wider trends towards forms of locationand trends-based social media monitoring that incorporate elements of automation. Examination of
these tools over time has shown a growing convergence in their functionality, no doubt based on the
growing demand from journalists and other clients for a fuller range of functions to help them sort
and evaluate the increasing amounts of information on social media platforms. I believe that this
convergence will continue, as will attempts by the social networks themselves, in particular Twitter
and Facebook, to enter this space, either through acquisitions or through the development of their
own apps. For example:






In October 2015 Twitter started to cluster tweets into stories (via their “Moments” feature),
bringing it closer in functionality to Spike and SocialSensor in allowing users to explore
clustered stories, not just curated lists of Twitter accounts or a limited number of trending
keywords or hashtags.
Since this study’s substantive content analysis was conducted, Spike has added native
Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, YouTube, and Instagram content to its platform. This moves it
closer to SocialSensor as a tool that is not just useful for seeing how previously published
content is trending, but also allows users to discover native content from social media.
In September 2015 Facebook launched “Signal”, a service that allows journalists to “surface
relevant trends, photos, videos, and posts from Facebook and Instagram for use in their
storytelling and reporting” (Facebook 2015).

This study has also shown how such apps might be adopted by journalists and analysed their
reactions to the technology and its outputs. Although a small minority of the trainee journalists saw
no benefits, the majority found the four social media platforms and apps to be of use, although in
different ways. Some were extremely positive, suggesting that such tools “must” be used to cover
some types of news event:
Coverage of New York Fashion Week (NYFW) has been entirely transformed by the use of
social media. In order to successfully cover such events, journalists must use tools like
Twitter and Geofeedia.

However, this experiment also confirmed findings from previous research (Thurman et al.
2016) that social networks, even when mediated by specialist apps such as Geofeedia and
SocialSensor, are of less use for finding original breaking news than for discovering updates on
stories that have already broken, contacts and multimedia relevant to those stories, and trends and
sentiment around them.
Overall, it appears that, at the moment, there is still no one-stop shop for finding news and
trends in social media and getting guidance on verification. Participants preferred SocialSensor and
Spike over Geofeedia for detecting sentiment and trends, whereas Geofeedia scored highly in its
ability to provide updates on stories that had already broken in a known location, and in the
processes of verification—in particular allowing journalists to check if social media content had been
posted from the claimed location. Despite Twitter’s lack of journalist-focussed tools, it was still
preferred by some participants, in particular for its ability to detect sentiment around stories, a
lesson, perhaps, in the value of familiarity, availability, and simplicity.
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The SMPAs described here are in a state of flux, and even those that had been fully
commercialised had limitations, mostly a result of the fundamental challenges inherent in attempts,
in close to real time, to collect, process, and filter the hundreds of millions of social media posts
broadcast every day. Nevertheless, even at this relatively early stage of development, we see the
potential of such tools to change journalistic practice and, ultimately, news output itself.
As such tools improve and infuse news work further, careful attention will need to be paid to
the consequences. The dangers were clear to this study’s participants. Firstly, there is concern over
the privacy and ethical implications of being able to monitor individuals, including young people,
very closely, with unprecedented speed and at unprecedented scale (see postscript for further
discussion). Secondly, there are risks that these tools will drive journalists and editors to give the
public more of what is popular on social networks, rather than, in the words of two of the
participants, “being trendsetters” or “writing important stories, no matter how unpopular … they
might be”. Indeed, when the participants were surveyed ten months after the experiment, they
were, on average, more worried than not that this would be the case. A third danger, not mentioned
by the participants themselves, is misplaced trust in such tools: a failure to question their output.
Much as pilots can become over-reliant on cockpit automation, journalists must be wary not to fall
into the trap, as a number of our participants did, of thinking material appearing on such tools has
been automatically verified. When the participants were surveyed ten months after the experiment,
more than 20 per cent thought that the information found on each of the SMPAs was “automatically
verified” “always” or “often” with another 56 per cent thinking such automatic verification occurred
“sometimes”. None of the SMPAs attempt to do any automatic verification of the content they
publish. However powerful such platforms and apps might be or are likely to become, the capacity
for human ingenuity to fool them, and their inability to anticipate every eventuality, mean that
journalists will always have to take final responsibility for the veracity of what they publish.
The SMPAs addressed by this study depend on particular inputs and sets of instructions in
order to operate. In the selection of those inputs and the creation of those instructions, the
introduction of biases is inevitable. One of our participants identified the western bias in the inputs
SocialSensor used. What was less obvious was SocialSensor’s “bias” towards male, metropolitan, and
mainstream media sources (Thurman et al. 2016 and Kunert and Thurman 2017). SocialSensor was
not unique in having such biases; rather, its biases happened to be in the public domain because of
the particular nature of its development. As SMPAs like Geofeedia and Spike become a bigger part of
news work, greater levels of transparency are needed in order that journalists and news consumers
can be better informed about the operation of these new gatekeepers of the digital media age.
Postscript
Since the data for this study was collected, the privacy and civil liberties implications of
monitoring individuals’ activities on social networks via apps such as those discussed in this article
have become topics of some controversy. In October 2016, the American Civil Liberties Union
revealed that Geofeedia was being used by over 500 “law enforcement and public safety agencies”,
including to monitor “activists and protesters” (Cagle 2016). Subsequently, Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube, and other social networks withdrew Geofeedia’s access to their data (Lecher and Brandom
2016). Facebook said it had terminated access because Geofeedia had used Facebook data in “ways
that were not authorised” (ibid.). However, there have been suggestions that Facebook was aware
of the capabilities of Geofeedia and was using it as part of its own corporate security operations
(ibid.). Furthermore, although Twitter also blocked Geofeedia’s data access, Twitter continues to
allow its data to be used by other service providers, notably Dataminr, which they part-own (Dent
2016). Dataminr is marketed to journalists for its ability to analyse all tweets in real time to surface
story “leads based on topic and areas of coverage” (Dataminr n.d.). However, it also has a
“Geospatial Analysis Application” (Lamb 2016), very similar to that offered by Geofeedia, and has
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signed contracts to supply its services to the FBI and the US Department of Defense (Brandom 2016
and Emptywheel 2016). It appears, therefore, that, as Kalev Leetaru (2016) writes:
the tech press’ portrayal of Geofeedia as an isolated case of social monitoring gone
wrong could not be further from the truth … The massive data ecosystems provided by
the major social media platforms make it impossible for them to prevent this kind of
social surveillance.

NOTES
1. Although starting life as an independent third-party app, TweetDeck was acquired by Twitter in
2011 (Halliday 2011).
2. For example, at the time data for this study was collected Twitter provided no means for
journalists to search for tweets from a precise location within its own apps.
3. “Native” social network posts from Instagram and Facebook have also been included since June
2015, and, as of March 2017, posts from Twitter, Reddit, and YouTube were also available on the
platform.
4. http://www.socialsensor.eu
5. By March 2017, Twitter’s advanced search page was offering more precise geographical filtering
down to the level of “neighbourhood or city” (Twitter 2017).
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